Anthropology Journals Lists:

**General Anthropology Journals** (no particular order)
American Anthropologist
American Ethnologist
Cultural Anthropology
Critique of Anthropology
Ethnography
Ethnos
Anthropological Quarterly
Anthropological Theory
Comparative Studies in Society and History
Social Anthropology

**Area Journals** (no particular order)
The Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology (Latin America)
Journal of Latin American Anthropology (Latin America)
Journal of Latin American Studies (Latin America)
Journal of Asian Studies (Asia)
Journal of Southeast Asian Studies (Asia)
Indonesia (Asia)
African Studies Review (Africa)
Cahiers d'Etudes Africaines (Africa)
African Affairs (Africa)
Journal for the Society of the Anthropology of Europe (Europe)

**Relevant Subfields** (no particular order)
Foccaal (Globalization)
Identities (Globalization; Interdisciplinary, could go in Globalization list?)
City & Society (Urban and Globalization)
POLAR (Political and Legal Anthropology)
Visual Anthropology Review (Visual Anthropology)
History and Anthropology (Historical anthropology is misleading, since the articles that appear there are not about historical issues as such)
Human Organization (Applied Anthropology)

**STS**
Science as Culture
Science Technology and Human Values
Social Studies of Science
Science in Context
Technology and Culture

**Relevant Interdisciplinary Journals** (no particular order)
Critical Inquiry
Social Text